Earth Science Outside – Geology and Heritage Tooele County
EARTH’S SYSTEMS and the newly adopted Fifth Grade Science curriculum are this
year’s theme for Tooele School District’s Earth Science Outside in Tooele.
Credit: Earth Science Education, www.earthscienceeducation.org
Genevieve Atwood and Peg Alderman, leaders.

LAKESIDE MOUNTAINS... FOSSILS as evidence of EARTH’S SYSTEMS.
Thursday, October 17, 2019
Meet: 3PM, Delle, UT. NORTH SIDE of Exit 70 off I-80.
(A gas station is on the south side of the exit.)

SAFETY FIRST. Anticipate hazards of field trips. Brainstorm to remind ourselves.
Vehicles! Keep your distance.
Rocks!! Careful how and where you walk. If you use walking sticks BRING THEM or borrow
Weather!! Bring water. Be prepared for wind, sun, chill, whatever.
SPEAK UP when you have concerns.
BUDDY SYSTEM. Have a “buddy” who you keep track of and who keeps track of you.
NO cell service.
YES we have a first aid kit.

JOY to see Earth systems outside! FUN to hunt fossils.

The more we know about Earth’s systems, the more we have a sense of place for Tooele County, and its
awesome geosphere, hydrosphere... etc. the better we can share what we are meant to teach.

DIRECTIONS From Delle, north side of I-80, travel west on the frontage road 3 mi. The road bears right
(northeast). Cross the railroad tracks, continue straight (right fork). Continue 3.4 mi. Go left (north) on a lesstraveled dirt about .5 mi.

PATTERNS- Let patterns be your guideto the fossil locale.
GOAL: Locate expressions of the Great Blue Limestone, a massive, blue-gray formation.
Step 1. Admire it on the skyline (white buildings).
Step 2. Recognize the tilting of layers.
Step 3. Project them to the valley floor.
Step 4. Follow instructions... being aware of logic.
First... let’s do the “usual” exercises that help us observe Earth’s systems... everywhere.
Then HUNT for rocks with fossils.
THINK Earth’s systems... specifically... where did the rocks with fossils come from (EROSION).
How did the fossils get in those rocks (EROSION definitionally requires DEPOSTION!).
How do we know. about those processes.
What do these fossils tell us about Tooele County’s past?

CONCEPTS

REPEAT to REMEMBER... REMEMBER to REPEAT...
Earth is a system. All systems have subsystems (Earth’s = geo, hydro, atmo, bio). All sytems have flows of
energy and matter. Earth’s energy comes from the sun and from the interior of Earth. Two GREAT processes
change Earth... those driven by uneven distribution of heating by the sun (EROSION is the “garbage can” word
for weathering, entrainment, transport and deposition) and those driven by uneven distribution of heat in Earth’s
interior (TECTONICS).
TODAY’s OPPORTUNITY for heartbeat understanding:
If the processes we lump into “EROSION” create DEPOSITS = SEDIMENTS = loose materials...
If the PATTERNS of those loose materials can tell us the PROCESSES of how they got there... (remember
the contrasts of PATTERNS of rouned gravels of Lake Bonneville wave-deposited shoreline at Stockton Bar
versus the broken jumbled deposits of the flash floods of alluvial fans in the canyon? or how you can tell when
materials are laid by humans?)
THEN... if those materials became buried by more and more sediments... and cemented and compressed into
SEDIMENTARY BEDROCK (firm, coherent, continuously attached to Earth’s crust)... we should still be able
to figure out some aspects of their past by PATTERNS. Nothing beats FOSSILS as clues to past environment.
The rocks we find loose at LAKESIDE MOUNTAINS
were once attached firmly as BEDROCK before EROSION
moved them (weathering broke them off the bedrock, and
they moved). The FOSSILS can be interpreted to tell the
age of the bedrock because that’s when they got there
AND they tell what the enviroment at what-is-now-Tooele
County was like back then.

Fossil locale: Great Blue
Limestone, Lakeside Mtns,
Tooele Co, UTSept. 2018
HOW TO BECOME a FOSSIL in Five East Steps
Adaped from: https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/five-easy-steps-becoming-fossil-180955167/
Please use their version... it’s better and it’s theirs)
STEP One: Have hard body parts (bones and teeth) that will survive long enough to fossilize.
STEP Two: Get buried in order to be preserved.
STEP Three. Have a burial place that is not subject to disasters or other reasons that might disturb the site.
Think about EROSION... deposition must dominate the process.
STEP Four. Exchange soft body parts, such as intestines, with crystals.
STEP Five. Be extremely LUCKY. “It’s a very rare event to become a fossil.”
For AUDIO of concepts of this session, go to www.earthscienceeducation.org
Teacher resources. Audio. Will be posted in Nov 2019.

REPEAT to REMEMBER... REMEMBER TO REPEAT.

Exercise 1. Where am I? Sense of Place. Landmarks.
Exercise 2. Earth’s Systems
Geosphere = Solid Earth
Hydrosphere = Water Earth
Atmosphere = Gaseous Earth
Biosphere = Living Earth… including humans.
Exercise 3. Interactions of Geosphere – Hydrosphere (and hydrosphere – geosphere).
What will change here in a year? What has changed in the past century?

From USGS National Map. - (It’s a good resource for teachers.)
https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/

If you had time...
Could you locate where we are,
roughly, by regional patterns?
TECTONICS rules!!
USGS-Map I-2206, by
Thelin and Pike, 1991.

EXERCISE 2. Repeat to remember... remember to repeat.
1.
SYSTEMS… surround us! Exercise 1… I spy with my little eyes… systems!
2.
EVIDENCE of Earth processes.
3.
INTERACTIONS between two of Earth’s four systems (geosphere – hydrosphere)
Big concept! Patterns are due to processes. PROCESSES cause PATTERNS.
Patterns of Earth’s features are expressions of Earth’s processes. LOOK AROUND!
Step 1. Enjoy seeing landscapes and patterns.
Step 2. Identify patterns of the geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere.
Step 3. Recognize interactions...
Specifically: How does the geosphere affects the hydrosphere? Don’t forget TECTONICS... processes driven
by uneven distribution of heat in Earth’s interior. TECTONICS rules!! The basins and range topograhy of
Tooele County results from active, extensional tectonics.

Tectonics Rules

Processes driven by energy from within Earth’s interior.
Includes crustal movements (plate tectonics), volcanoes and
igneous bodies, earthquakes, and related phenomena. ,
Tooele

Exercise 3:

Teach “the obvious”... EROSION ... so visible, so intuitive. Beware jargon!
EROSION means... take it away, and, in K12 framework... it includs lots of steps
Weathering (break it off, entrainment (pick it up), transport, and deposition (drop it).
Caution... jargon can discourage!
Teach... mass balance... if it is taken away, it is deposited somewhere else.
Where did these loose rocks with fossils in them come from... and how did they get here.
Earth’s subsystem interact.
Geosphere = Solid Earth
Hydrosphere = Water Earth
Atmosphere = Gaseous Earth
Biosphere = Living Earth… including humans.
WHAT’s happening here... which of these dominate what we see?
Hydrosphere (water cycle) acting on geosphere,
Biosphere acting on effects of the hydrosphere on the geosphere.
Atmosphere acting on geosphere as part of the water cycle..
Think about change over time, for example, what will change over the coming year here at the Lakeside Mtns?

BEDROCK versus SEDIMENT
SEDIMENTS (loose deposits) are the product of
EROSION
Please please please... Think processes...
Do not CONFUSE... yourself or your students!!
SEDIMENTARY BEDROCK was once
SEDIMENTS... that were buried... and changed by
processes of cementation and compression.
SEDIMENTS are YOUNG and tell the story of the
PRESENT. BEDROCK is OLD and tells the story
of the PAST.

Teachers! Your fossil
finds belong here!!

Clockwise from lower left:
- USU-GeoCache-Missippian Assemblage.
- Stokes and Balsley- Missippian fossils Fossils of
Lakeside Mountains.
- Lakeside Fossils - Alderman and Atwood, 2018.
- MIT-Reconstruction of Life.
- WmLeeStokes - schematic of what Utah looked
like back then. Blue is shallow sea. Tan is land.

